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Tactics for Divestment
by Helen Kauder
There is a bu lletin board in the main lobby

reserved for SACC notices, upon which some very
perceptive soul scribbled:"The sixties are over!"
A few days later there appeared :"Haven't you
beard? ... They're coming back! "

The response was intended to be facetious, I
suppose, but there may be some truth to it.

Last weekend, students from nearly forty
colleges and representatives from a dozen political
groups met at Yale to plan a conference which
would deal with ways in which students could build
a national movement against U. S. involvement in
Soutl. Africa. The need for such a conference grew
out o~ last year's unprecedented campus protests
in which students demanded that their administra-
tions di vest their stocks in corporations operating
in South Africa. Some demonstrations, notably at
Harvard and Princeton drew well over 1000 people.
The spirit and struggle spread to even the smallest
and most isolated campuses.

It was this spirit that was in full force last
Saturday in New Haven. To open the meeting, each
college gave a description of past activities. The
student representati ve from PrInceton described
their takeover of administration buildings., the
representative fro m Harvard, their all night vigils.
One student from Columbia explained that Mark
Rudd had come to speak to the anti-apartheid group
there. (At the mention of Rudd's name, one could
practically feel the room fill with admiration for
the fellow.) Particularly impressi ve were the efforts
of one small college that organized pickets of ad-
mip.istrative offices every day, for sixty days.
Initially drawing ten people, participation snowballed
to three hundred people by the end of the month.

There are two questions that you' JIJayask at
this point. i

1) What is the problem caustng all this fuss?
2) What does MIT have to do with it?
The heart of the problem lies in the structure

of the South African government. As you weh know,
the South African regime practices the most severe
f I'm of racial segregation. By the syste of ~ar-
theid, non-whltes cannot wield any political or
economic power. Black unions are not legally recog-
nized and Blacks do not hold managertal positions.
All this despite the fact that Blacks and non-whites
form about 80%of the population. _

Blacks who have attempted to protest. have been
imprisoned, tortured and die "mysteriously'. as
in the case of Steven Biko.

Concomitant with Black's iJlferior status are
inferior facilities and housing. The so-called "hoIr-e-
lands" are in fact wastelands far from the oil re-
fineries and diamond mines where Blacks are
employed.

Apartheid's exploitation of Black labor _,coupled
with the abundance 01 natural resources makes
South Africa a haven for any corporatlon. In turn'
the South African government greatly profits
from the presence of multinationals who not only .
supply the government with materials and services!

bv Barry Feldman
It's been going on since April. Due in large part

to the efforts of the Clamshell Alliance the Depart-
ment of Public Utilities has been conducting a hear-
ing on the need for Boston Edison's proposed Pil-
grim 2 nuke. The hearings have been going along
smoothly in the eyes of the anti-nuclear intetvenors,
which include the Attorney General's office, but
the possibility of having Ed King as Governor in
January has cast a cloud over the future of the pro-
ceeding. The hearings are expected to take at least
until February to complete. and this would give '
King the opportunity to decide the outcome of the
case by appointing D. P. U. Commissioners pledged
to allow the project to go through.

The anti-nuclear intervenors argue that Pilgrim
would be uneconomical and that, further, it simply
isn't needed at this time. The first part of the
hearings concerned Edison's projections for future
electricity consumption. The outcome seems to be
that even though Edison's projected annual growth
rate has dropped more than 2% in as many years to
under 4%, growth rates may yet nose-dive further.

The Attorney General's office believes that it
is quite possible that there will be no net growth in
electric demand over the next ten years: "Edison's
forecasting methodology is so bad that we can't make
meaningful adjustments to the model. .•. If we
had to pick a number we would pick zero growth.
If you added up all the changes that have been pro-
posed you would get a big negative number."

The hearings are presently investigating the most
economical means of adding new generating capacity.
Edison now estimates that Pilgrim 2 will cost more

but also pay operating taxes.
It is for these reasons that students here and in

South Africa call for the withdrawl of corporations
dealing with the minority regime. Such a wlthdrawl
would impede apartheid's rule and make a: transi-
tion to a majority government possible ..

But these coporations specialize not only in
materials and services, but also in Public Relations.
They have responded to attacks from pro-liberation
groups by stating that by operating 1n South Africa
they can exercise some influence and hence act as
a liberalizing force within the upper echelons of the
government.

Twelve major corporations (Ford, GM,~BM,and
Mobil,to name a few) signed a declaration last year
stating they supported equal pay for equal work and
training programs for Blacks arid non-whites ..The
South African government backed the proposal. In-
herent in the document .• known as the Sullivan code,
is the total acceptance of apartheid. (That's Mobil's
idea of a liberalizing influence. While on Mobil's-
case, I might add that it shtps oil to Rhodesia,
thereby legally violating the UN embargo to that
country.) .

It is the system of apartheid that MIT is suppor-
ting by sitting pretty on its $130 million invested in
the companies listed above. And yet, judging from the
outcome of last Friday's picket os the MIT corpo-

'ration meeting, there are between fifty and one
hundred people actively concerned with the support -
the South African government is getting indirectly
from MIT.

The MIT-Wellesley Coalition Against Apartheid-
a small group made up primarily of white graduate
students, conceded that fifty people was' a good
turnout. After all ... this is MIT.

Ob iou sly, MIT is being judged on a different
level from any other college involved, in South:Aftic~
Is it realistic then, to think of being part of a
"national movement"against apartheid when we can
barely assemble fifty people? I'm otsure, but I
do believe MIT students will be encouraged to act
if they are made aware of the acttvtttes of other

than 1. 9 billion 1985 dollars, or over $ 1,600 per kw.
The intervenors argue that many sources of power
have lower capital costs and lower fuel and operating
costs as well. These sources include electricity
from municipal wastes, cogeneration of electricity
along with steam and heat in homes and Industzy,
as well as the supposedly exotic solar technologies.

The Attorney General is expected to bring forth
testimony by the State's Bureau of Solid Waste on
howgarbage is an economical source of energy that
could be producing over 100~Mwof electricity in
Massachusetts by 1985. The Bureau has been trying
to sell electricity to Boston Edison. but thus far
Edison has offered to buy the electricity only during
the day at unreasonably low prices.

The recent Governor's Task Force Report on Co-
generation estimates that over 1900 MW of potential
cogeneration capacity exists in Massachusetts. The
reason that it is so economical is that the incremen-
tal efficiencies of generating electricity after you
already have a certain heat load to meet approach
80%. The typical central station plant has a con-
version efficiency of around 35%. Steam turbine
topping cycles (not the most efficient) can turn
100 BTU of additional heat into 72 BTU of electricity.

As to the "alternate technologtes" even Edison's
own witnesses admit that the capital cost estimates
are getting very attractive. Edison witness Ian
Forbes quotes industry sources to the effect that
windmill costs for 200 kw units will be about $ 900
per kw. Forbes contends that there are not enough
suitable sites in New England for wind machines,
but his testimony is countered by many experts In
the field.

campuses. A national movement could coordinate
student activity with the growtng protests within the
unions, for example. According to a United Auto
Workers representative at last Saturday's meeting .
unlonInvestements make MIT stock look like pennies.

My uncertainty stems from the very meeting in
which the national movement issue was raised,
Saturday afternoon, chaos took over. In the hopes of
increasing menbership, certain political groups,
namely the Young Socialist Alliance, made it a
point to repeat numerous times how much they
wanted to be involved in the anti apartheid conference.
Discussion for the afternoon was supposed to center
on speakers for the conference to be held in Novem-
ber. The YSA, with more representatives than any
single college, made it virtually impossible to vote
on proposals unless they were well represented on
the list of speakers. With the room packed with the
YSA:, they also wanted to change voting procedure
to "one man, one vote" as opposed to the already
accepted "one organization, one vote" method.

When it was made known by several annoyed
students that the YSAwas wasting time and being
a nuisance, a member of the Alliance cried:"This
is exactly what the CIA and the FBI want, that we
be polarised and that the movement be nipped in the
bud! "Various references were made to other move-
ments where this had occured, She proceeded to
pledge that the YSA was against this and for the
anti apartheid struggle and therefore should be
well represented at the conference, along with
members of other groups, particularly the Black
community. She labeled the boos and hisses that
ensued as "red baiting" .

Representati ves of Black groups were quick to
interpret the reaction as racial hostility and pro-
ceeded to defend their speakers. In turn. each poli-
tical group felt compelled to grandstand in a dis-
tressing example of one-upmanship.

The meeting at New Haven seems to indicate
that the resurgence of political activity on coltege
campuses is no joke. However, the same divisive
factors t,hat mar any sort of cooperative activlty
is at wonk in the South Africa coalition. For those
of you, woo are still hopeful inview ofthe events
related here, there will be another organizing
meeting or the November J 7-lS conference this
Saturday at Yale.

• v

There are many other issues in the case. The
intervenors feel that almost all the issues have
"a similar under - current: Boston Edison is out
to perserve its monopoly on the production of elec-
tricity for its customers and to make as much money
as possible in doing it. Edison claims that all of
the alternatives to nuclear power are uneconomical
and not available in sufficient quantity anyway. The
intervenors retort that Edison wouldn't have to go
to court to try to stop Harvard Medical from building
a cogeneration plant if it weren't economical and
that Edison will never have any outside sour~es of
electricity until it decides to offer reasonable prices
for it.

The shadow of Ed Kiag lies over the hearings. but
Frank Hatch could yet win. Hatch has come out in
favor of a nuclear moratorium. Either way, the
going is expected to be tough. The first part of the-
hearing was just concerned with the load forecasts
and it took almost six months and thousands of pages
of testimony. The inquiry into the construction pro-
gram is expected to be frustrated by Edison in every
way possible.

The feeling of many people involved in the case is
that only public interest in the facts of the matter,
and continued interest. can guarantee a fair outcome.

Barry Feldman is currently working for the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
on the Boston Edison case. students knowledable
about nuclear economics, alternate technologies,
or corporate policy analysis and interested in
working on the case (possibly through UROP) are
invited to call at 42,":1-1796 or to call UROP.



Prelude Cycle My strength cannot the speed of what passes
and sun bright clear days become scattered like

ashes.
Autumn

A sudden bite h its my cheek,
a gasp like clarity, opening my eyes
to a scattering of dusky debris, broken tw igs , and

leaves,
flung fragments ignored by the sephyr
as it darts into another dalliance of sun
too soon quenched by far, the shadow's chill.

Jail
the sparkling sky dims but I do not look away
from the bloated clouds, azure patched still,
see what they say, the morrow descends
from the grey now above the changes
have changed, slowed from a pull to a push.
now I look down' at a canal of orange,
shuffle through fin ished trim,
smell fallen shelter that' rots on the trail ,
taste fallen air before it's scraped clean,
feel the raw edge, undulled. by a husk,
listen to ominous whistles and wails ,
think of the sleekness the plumage forsook,
.of crafty ideas and dreams dreamt awry. '

at long last the prelude has quit
my eyes turn to the pressing front
my fragments may do as they want
the path ahead is for the ~ir.,

So skin shed from ambling crashes
skitters and shies, reluctant to leave
but reluctant more with life to stay,
rather skitter than crash.

Holes are windows when there is a wind
ind ice air like sunsh ine pours
as walls turn into burlap shirts
that chafe more than they hold.

9ndian Summer'
A blush from above feeds a rush from within,
my eyes are pulled skyward forgetting the skin,
and just as a moth pirouetting toward light
my body ..' s lifted .to ga Hop in f llght,

rHeedless of trails, 1 just brush aside
the worrying bushes, little ones better hide,
go under, or scrape away at my shell
for I will not be slowed as I ramble the dell.

warmed to achill by an -instance of light·" .
..then chilled to the shaking bone _ ~, e

fingers and teeth clench into stone .
as I disappear in~o the grey brother· of night.

Ernie P. 'Richards
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86-1-6680.

Fa m i lv atmosphere

Pizzas lI'ed.f h u rs ,Jri.

Dnil.l' p eci ali ties

Licensed bar

Lou' p r ic es

Telke-outs too

Cabbage
Patch

Restaurant
International and

Vegetarian Cuisine

Breakfast from $.99
Lunches from $1.99
Dinners from $2.99

~.-Fri. lam-30m
\J\kJ. -sat. 5pm-1Opm

Reservations Accepted

798 'Main Street
Carrbridge, Ma,.

492-0c00

---------------------------ANGELO'S PIZZA HOUSE :,,,,,,
•

5[}f off Large Pizza with
this coupon

Open 7 days a week:
Mon. -Thurs. lOam-llpm

• Friday l Oarn-Mid
Saturday Ilam-llpm
Sunday 2pm-llpm

444 Broadway. Cambridge
Across from Cambridge
Public Library

• 66l-8049 .
: Phone Orders~--------------------------

IHE BOYS FROM BRAllf' Exec~ Producer ROBERTFRYER
Music by JERRY GOlDSMITH Saeenplay by HEYWOOD GOULD
From the novel by IRA LEVIN Produced by MARnN RICHARDS
and STANLEYO'TOOLE Directed by FRANKLIN J. SCHAfINER
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237 WlUHINGlON Sf. ClIVILAHD e:-:u II 237-51040lOUR. 326-4955 I

IOSTON 227-6670 566-4040 0'fl1HCJlllllU' WlD. lOUR lilt 121 I[BJ' PWODr~ INO.~aa.
n128... 93 I 599-1310
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eyes o~ the W OQIO
by Morris Zimmerberg

.Egyptian and Israeli negotiators are meeting today at Blair
House in Washington D.C. to begin the tedious detailing of
the peace treaties. Reports from Cairo say that the Egyptian
delegation would press for links between a bilateral peace
treaty and future negotiations' on the West Bank and Gaza
Strip but Ezer Weizman, Israeli Defense Minister said that

. they are dlstlnct.issues and should be treated as such 0 The
Israeli parliment voted 134-19 to ratify the Camp David accords
September 28. Iraq is organizing a summit in Baghdad
November I to counter a separate peace between Israel and
Egypt and has so far gained the support of 17 Arab countries
and the PLO. Meanwhi Ie the cease-fire in Lebanon is
beginning to deteriorate 0

A march and rally protesti ng racist discrimination was
held in New York City September .28. The protesters
marched across the Brooklin bridge and 'continued to the City
Hall where they presented.a list of major demands to the Koch
administration. The demands focused on various items
affecting New York Clty's 2 million Blacks including 800/0
unemployment among Black-youth and 400/0 among Black'
adults, a halt to hospital closings in Black communities, an
end to cutbacks in chi Idcare and senior citl zen services, a
halt to the deterioration of public housing projects, massive
mlseducatlon of children, and police brutality 0 The
immediate events, considering 400 years of racism in
America, which roused people for the actions were the police
murder of a Black community leader and the street beating of
a Black youth in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn. The
protest was sponcered by the Black United Front, 'an alliance
of several Black political organizations.

On Friday, October 6, the Senate voted 60 to 36 to
pass the ERA extension legislation. Also a bill allowing
states who have ratified the ERA to rescind ratification has
been defea ted. Currently 3 more states are needed before
the constitution can be amended.

Thursday VooDoo
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CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
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(offer expires Dec. 31, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

5pecia[j~1's in Fint! Bad<:yecking ~ X-C Ski Gear

fJSIJs PARKAS ANO DOWN VESTS
ON -SALE NOW - UP 1t) ISS OFF
ror persorJaf ~ery;cel' fn:>m hikit1q info.
,~ ccmp~ outTHtln'3. COh1e see. us.

1675 l'1ass Ave • Cambr~
(10 min. walk t'IOrH1 Df Harvae-d St)

. 3S4-78l:h

The House wi II deside today (as scheduled) on the
natural gas legislation which would deregulate the price of
natural gas. The Senate has already passed the measure by
a 57 -42 margin. The deregulation wi II result in a yearly
$50 billion hike in natural gas costs to consumers,
accordi ng to lobbyi ng groups. The added profits from the
increase would indirectly be used to fund the ever rising
construction costs of Nuclear Power plants.

The residents of New Mexico/s Rio Grande valley region
have formed the Sandoval Eviromental Action Community
(SEAC) to protest the proposed uranium mine and miII to be
operated by Union Carbide in that area. SEAC is concerned
with possible ridiological contamination of surface water,
the drop in the level of groundwater due to the mining
technique of "dewaterlnq"; and the digging up of Indian
graves. "We are not opposed to all development;" said
Ernest Lovato, "we are opposed to the mindless destruction
of our Mother Earth."

As a result of Proposition 13, 16 of San Francisco's 53
daycare centers have been closed. Some people who cannot
afford expensive private childcare will be forced to quit their
jobs. "This is only the beginning of cutbacks, II said Ruth
Yee director of San Francisco's Chinatown Community
Chi Idren Center, \\ The school board members feel that
eventually the chi Idren's centers should go. II

The Senate has 'approved $2.97 billion to fund the
development and stockpi ling of neutron bomb components by a
vote of 68 to 1. The neutorn bomb is the ultimate material-
istic weapon because it destroys life without harming property.
A main horror of this bomb is that it creates people who wi II
die a slow death of 30 days, in which time they could cause
great harm. Suppose these people were running a nuclear
weapons arsenal. Think about it.

/.

Of the 42 people that were arrested for trespass Oct. 7
.in Seabrook, NH, 24 refused to post bai I and have gone on.
hunger strike. The other women in the same cell block as 3
Clam women in the Valley St. Jail in Manchester have
desided to go on a hunger strike to protest the bai I system
which "discriminates against poor and out-of-state citizens!'

Introducing MARY STEENBURGENwi1h JOHN BELUSHI CHRISTOPHERU.OYD
. SCreenplay by JOHN HERMAN SHANER & AL RAMRUS

and CHARlES SHYER& AlAN MANDEL
story by JOHN HERMAN SHANER &AL RAMRUS

Produced by HARRYGITTESand HAROl.D SCHNEIDER
Directed by JACK NICHOLSON A Paramount Picture' ••••••
~IMlJIl-.r~ l ...._.rt .. _ ... StIf'.~ • ?'I ~ :. . .. --=- .•
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THEUANEWS
On Thursday, October ~2, 1978, the General

Assembly will meet in Room 400 of the Student Cen-
ter at 7pm. Until Bpm, members of the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee on Advising will be present in an effort to
gather the necessary student input for the upcoming
study /review of advising and counseling at MI~ ..
Members of the Committee on Education Policy will
be present Irom 8pm to discuss some of the current
issues facing the CEP and the student body.

If you have any interest in the activities of either
of these committees it is important that you or your
GA representati ve be present.

In addition, a report will be presented about a
recent meeting held at Boston University to discuss
cooperati ve ventures among eleven colleges present,
as well as lobbying interests related to the Tuition
Advance Fund (a financial aid bill corning before Con-
gress in the near future).

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 169 1978

Committee on Fre~hman Advising
7:00 PM

The Committee's primary responsibility will be
to advise and assist the Director of the Office of Fre-
shman Advising and to formulate and review policies
in connection with operation of the freshman advisory
system, recruitment of new advisors, and relations
with advisors. departments, faculty and students.

Committee on Com~encement
7:30 PM ~

This committee, composed of members of the
faculty, administration, and student body, has charge
of the arrangement and conduct of commencement '
exercises.

This committee was established to give support,
coordination and direction to the Insttteita's programs
for equal employment and educational opportunity.
The committee advises the President and senior aca-
demic and administrati ve officers 'on matters per-
taining to equal opportunity, reviewing existing pro-
grams and recommending new ones.

FINBOARD
The Fmame Board will be interviewing students

to fill one vacant seat on FinBoard. AnyoneInteres-
ted should come to the meeting on Tuesday, October
17 ~ at 7 :00 pm in Room 400- of the student Center.

If you have any questions or would like to help
with some ongoing projects 8P would lile to start
one of your own, contact your G~ representative
or call Barry Newman or Tim Morgenthaler at '
x3-2696.

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD!
-GET INVOL VED!

4 Thursday VooDoo
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C: To raise funds for legal and publicity expenses.

4'The reactionary and counter-revolutionary nature
and aims of such demands are very clear.

"Militant comrades, whereas our struggle against
the treacherous Shah is inseparable from ours
against these elements, we pledge to intensify our
political struggle against these elements. Because
of such an evaluation of their nature, we stopped
them from having their meeting last week, and we
tried to expose their views to unaware students who
were attending their meeting. Therefore, if they
intend to hold their meetings and make propaganda
of their reactionary views one more tlme, they will
be faced with our political and decisive struggle and
even a forceful one, again this time, from our side.

"We hereby announce, one more time, if anybody
wants to blur the distinction between revolution and
counter-revolution, and divert the demands of our
masses who have been waging a bloody but splendid
'struggle for 70 years, our response to them will be
the same as we have made and will make to the reac-
tionary Shah.Mohammed Reza and his me rcenartes. "

The sch~duled meeting on "Iran: Struggle tor'
Democracy. " to be he d on this coming Sunday, Oct.
15 in Room 6-120, has been threatened with disrup-
tion, In a Persian language leaflet, by two factions of
the Iranian Students Association. (Parts of the trans-
lation appear below.) After the threat of disruption,
firouz Fa;rzinpour, along with Prof. Joseph Weizen-
baum, one of the sponsors of the meeting. sent an
open letter to both factions of the I. S. A. to urge them
not to disrupt but instead to [oin with them in the Oct.
15 meeting to express their views in a democratic
forum. '

The 1. S.A. at MIT was never accused of any
threat of disruption of the meeting. On the contrary,
Jamlleh Monadi, in her article last week entitled '
"We Can Not Refuse Rights" ponted specifically to
the factions who made the threat, namely the Student
Union and the Reunification of the Student Movement.

Although the 1. S. A. at MIT has participated
in neither the dls rupted meeting on September 17th
nor the threat of disruption of the Oetobe r 15th Teach-
In, neither has it taken a clear stand on the question
of these actions. '

, Herewith follo~~ a translation of parts of the
leaflet, which appeared under the heading "Unite to
Smash the C.I.A. ~pies' Plots; " ,

"Whereas, some elements affiliated with the re-
actionaries, namely the Committee for Artistic and
Intellectual :Ereedom in Iran, CAIFI, supporting the
garbage of Payam Danes.hjoo ~who have dared to be Finally, the following letter was sent to both of
active and sponsor meetmgs 10 Boston, we, as a pro- the signatory organizations listed above:
gressive student movement in exile, which has won a ,
decisive struggle againsf these elements, consider it Dear Friends,
our task to expose the reactionary ideas of these ele- We have been informed that the October 15 meet-
ments through increasing the level of our political ing on "Iran: Struggle for Democracy" has been
struggle and taking the revolutionary slogans of Iran threatened with disruption by members of your organ-
to the militant students who are not aware ot the ization and also by the Ehla Organization [Etehadieh
nature of these elements and we want all patriotic Daneshjoo. in the other form of the letter].
students meeting these people, anytime and anywhere. At a time when mass opposition to the Shah has
to continue their decisive political struggle to expose surfaced in Iran, what is needed is maximum unity
and isolate them. of all those who support the struggle for democratic

"A glance at this reactionary gang's views and de- rights in Iran. '
mands will clarify better their treacherous and Therefore we urge you not to disrupt but instead
counter-revolutionary nature. to join with us in the October 15th meeting and

HIn these circumastances. in which the great express your views there.
Iranian masses have risen up and with their splendid Sincerely,
cries of "Down with the Shah" and "Down with
Imperialism" have shaken the rotten figure of the
Shah Mohammed Reza. let us see the goals of these
elements in these critical conditions:

A: To work for freedom of artistic and intellectual
expression In Iran. _

B: To bring the issues of the defense of victim-
ized artists and intellectuals in Iran to public atten-
tion.

-The Iranian Student Union of New England
, (Etehadieh Daneshjoo)
- The Iranian student Association of Boston

(Ehia Organization), the supporters of the Con-
federation of Iranian students for the Reunifica-
tion of the Student Movement

Issued circa September 24, 1978

Professor Joseph Weizenbaum,
MIT

;Firouz Farzinpour,
Payam Daneshjoo

October 4, 1978

October 12, 1978

IRAN
STUDE'NT
ASSOC.
RESPONDS
TO
CHARGES
submitted by the Iranian Student Association

We, the Iranian Students Association, wi sh to
reply to a number of accusations made in the arttcle-
"Teach,..In on\Iran Struggle" by Jamileh Moradi
(published last week). First of all, contrary to the

. article's statement, lSA has not published any leaflet
regarding the disruption of the planned meeting at
MIT, Oct. 15. As a part of the opposition movement
that has been struggling for democracy and indepen-
dence in Iran, ISA has always acted according to
principles respecting the democratic rights of any
individual or organization. We regard this and other
accusations of the article as an attempt (by Payam) tc
slander the credibility of an organization which has
actively participated in the anti-Shah movement for
years.

The members of Payam, while claiming to call
for mass unity in opposition to the Shah, have, in
reality, always tried to isolate the ISA by way of
slander and .distortion of facts. In the critical con-
ditions facing the revolutionary movement in Iran
and abroad, the ISA is fully absorbed tnto its mass
activities. The Payam, on the contrary, has focused
against the ISA and other progressive Iranian groups.
Its publications are always full of unfounded accusa-
tions and its meetings are always (partly) devoted
against the ISA. W,e are sure that this planned meet-
ing will be no different:

The dispute between the ISA and Payam (CAIFI)
is not over a mere ideological issue; rather, 'the
issue is whether the CAIFI occupies a part within the
opposition movement or not. Suffice it to say that
the CAIFI was the only organization of Iranian "dis-
sidents" that denounced the heroic demonstration of
the Iranian students against the Shah in Washlngt.on
last November 15.

Finally, the lSA wishes to disclaim any allega-
tions of disruption and furthermore strongly criti-
cizes the statement made by Professor Chomsky
and others for being influenced by these allegations
without full knowleqge of the facts.

5
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by A my Bauer

It -is coming to that part of the when keeping up
is no longer a possibility, and falling behind in your
work becomes a matter of degree. This is the time
when work starts to come before self. The summer
tan has faded along with the memories of the summer
and the new term's resolutions •. Survival has
replaced success as the goal.

Your brain is crammed full of jargon and equa-
tions and thinking clearly about anything unconnected
with school is difficult? Don't despair, it happens to
all of us. Your oersonal life is confusing at best?
You are begtntngto forget who you are? What you
feel, like, enjoy? Relaxing is a thing of the past?
It need not be.

Sometimes during the term it can be easy to
forget you're a feminist, and easy to get suckered
into living your life through MIT. forgetting about
what lies outside MIT (and can still live in it).

If you are desperate for something Ieminist
oriented without it being a times ink. and looking for
something to give you the energy to get through
another semes..ter, there are a lot of things you could
be doing. Within subway ride and walking distance of
MIT there are a number of feminist places to goo.
They can be (forgive the cliche) like a good lungfull of
fresh feminist air. If you spend too much time on

campus you can forget that these places exist.
New Words, 186 Hampshire St., is a women's

bookstore with thousands of women oriented books.
It has the largest selection of women's books I've
ever seen, putting the measly Coop section to shame.
They have feminist press books and mass market
feminist books, women's fiction, poetry, science .
fiction, autobiography, herstory, periodicals, and
much more. They also have an excellent women's
music section and good inexpensi ve posters. It is a
nice place to go to spend an afternoon browsing, and
buying. Don't let the location, Inman Square, put you
of(, it is worth any hassle to get there. Many Boston
bookstores have women's sections, but none come
close to New Words.

Hampshire St. is also the location of a feminist
restaurant, Amaranth. Formerly Bread and Roses
Amaranth is different from its predecessor. The
food. still vegetarian. is fairly good. The menu
consists of soup, qutcbes. salad, vegetarian plates,
and pizza (very similar to Bel Canto's). ·The food is
relatively inexpensive, and you can bring your own
bottle to dinner. What makes Amaranth special is the
atmosphere. There is no rush to serve you (they
have an interesting service system) and none to get
you to leave. You can sit all evening talking over tea
and no one bothers you. After getting hassled by
obnoxious waiters and Maitre D's it is a welcome
change. They also sponsor events with feminist
singers, poets, writers and special interest speakers
A list of their activities is always in Sojourne r
which brings us to ou~ next topi~.

Sojourner is a mon y women's newspaper. put
out in Cambridge, sold all over, and only costs 50¢.
It is well worth the money. There is no other source
in Boston for the news they carry, and their events
calendar is terrific. What more can I say about
something so good?

If you exhaust all of the above, or all you want to
do is to curl up with a good book, three excellent
books have recently been published in paperback.
Robin Morgan's Going Too Far (she edited iSisterhood,
is Powerful), Marilyn French's -The Women's Room.•
and Nancy Fridea.y's My Mother My. Self.

The Women's Room is probably the best novel to
come out of the Wome~'s ~ovement. and makes
great all around reading. If you're going to read one
novel this semester, read that one.

Lastly, if you just want to go out and have a good
time, there are a lot of women'S music concerts
coming up. Two especially interesting ones are Kay
Gardner (Friday the 13th at 8 pm in Sanders Theate~
and a concert billed as "The Varied Voices of Black
Women" with Laura Tillery and band, Mary Watkins,
Gwen Avery and Pat Parker (October 20th arid 21st
at 8 pm in Morse Auditorium', B. U.), Kay Gardner
is a phenomenal flautist. with two good albums out on;
Olivia Records, and "The Varied Voices of Black
Women" will be "an evening of words and music. "
Both sound like they will be excellent evenings of
feminist entertainment.

Around MIT, there will be an AWS meeting on
Oqtober 17th at 7 pm in the Cheney Room, 3-310 .•
All members of the MIT community are welcome
and encouraged to come.

OCTOBER 14th

THE SANDAL SHOP
1160 Massachusetts Ave._

354·8009

Boots
Bag
Clog
Belts
Ve I

Buckle
Jacket
Briefcase

So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!
Cornfortv's unlike any other liquor,
I t tastes good just poured over ice.
That's why it makes mixed drinks
taste much better, too. Sip into
something Comfortvable. Try it!

So ther
Comfort

C 1918 SOUTNfAfll COWOllT CORP.

great
with COLA,
TONIC.7UP.
SinER LEMON,
GINGER ALE,
ORANGE JUICE,
-even MILK!

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF lI0UEUR. Sf. lOUIS, MO. 63132'

1.'•• '-
219 Tremont 51. 5424600
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Apply in person to Patrick Lyons
Make Money, Commissions, Benefits

15Lansdowne Sf. Boston 262-2424
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,J ,
- Abigail' (Smith} Adams

~ Wherever there is a Jurman being, I see
~ C'J God-given rights inherent in that being,c C'J s::

~ ON ~ whatever rna')' be the sex or complexion.
CI) ~ ~ - Willia111 Llovd Garrison
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The Bible and Church hare been the
greatest stumbling' blocks in the wa'j' .
of uiomenrs emancipation.

- Elizabeth Cody Stanton

I long to hear that you have declared an independency, And in the new code of laws
tohicb I suppose it will be' necessary for you to 111aI1e,I desire you would remember the
ladies. and be more generous and favorable to then' thanvour ancestors .... If par-
ticular tare and attention is not paid to the ladies. toe aye determined to foment a re-,
bellion and will not hold ourselves bound by any. laws in which ue haue 110 voice or.
representation.
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